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Three institutional economies coexist in institutional economy: Veblen-Commons 
with a thesis "economy is a part of sociology"; Coase-Becker with a thesis "sociology is a 
part of economy"; Simon-Williamson with a thesis "sociology and economy are 
diagnoses of psychology" (the last version of institutional economy makes a bridge 
between the first two, denying them by their basic premises, but also reconciling them, 
enabling to unite the positive results of both versions of economic science). Three 
branches of evolutional economic concepts grow from these three institutional 
economies. In order to distinguish them, it is possible to use such names: Noosphere 
evolution, Social-Darwinism, and Socio-economic ecology. And just as it is necessary to 
get a clear idea of connections between the branches of institutional economy, it is also 
necessary to understand the connections between the branches of evolutional economy. 
As Simon's approach in economy shows the necessity to subordinate quantitative 
analysis to qualitative analysis, not rejecting quantitative analysis (as it was done by 
Veblen's followers), but not extolling it either (as Becker successfully tried to do), in an 
evolutional economy it is necessary to assume the productivity of the same 
methodological construction: qualitative system descriptions of change (rotation) of 
systems, which resolve issues of prognosticating the results of bifurcations with 
quantitative descriptions of brewing "catastrophes".  

This variant of evolutional economy (within the framework of socio-economic 
ecology direction) is presented as the variant of description of successions of institutes. 
On the one hand, institutes act as bonded biocenoses (the term "institutecenosis" is 
proposed), in which the quantitative models of description allow to explain their co-
operations. On the other hand, there is the "system of systems" of their change, when the 
change of proportions results in the actuation of law of transformation of quantity into 
quality: one socio-economic institutecenosis yields its place to another socio-economic 
institutecenosis.  
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The concept of successions of institutes suggests specific-applied description of 
such changes. Thus, every institute gets description on two qualitative levels (generic 
and specific). Institute may change its species with the change of socio-ecological 
economies, but will persist as a genus. Thus, generic constructions of the systems of 
institutes become models for more long-term coexistence and interaction of institutes. 
They are specified by the specific constructions of the systems of institutes, which 
operate in every socio-economic institutecenosis. Transition itself represents a model of 
institutional "catastrophe". 

The word "polymath" is sometimes used when speaking about the scientists of the 
past, as they usually had no boundaries for knowledge, they were interested in. The 
phenomenon of polymaths became possible due to underdevelopment of specific areas of 
knowledge, which enabled the scientists to be engaged in all the areas of knowledge and 
perceive it as the one field of knowledge. At present, the wealth of knowledge is so large, 
that it is difficult to prepare a specialist without dividing it into spheres. At the same 
time, the division of general knowledge into spheres breaks the integrity of the 
knowledge itself. It makes sense to use the word "expert" as an antonym to "polymath". 
General knowledge of mankind is not what is written in all the books, but what is in the 
minds. If the same knowledge were in all heads of the mankind, it would be possible to 
speak only about its adequacy or inadequacy. But general knowledge is distributed in the 
minds of mankind, so that the scientists insist on the need to coordinate its sustainable 
development. 
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